
Trusted by 1000+ international businesses

Grabba “gave our officers the capability to do law 
enforcement and biometric queries on a smartphone”. 
It is an “efficient device that officers on the frontline 

say is having an impact.”

US CUSTOMS & BORDER PROTECTION - Frontline Magazine

www.grabba.com

Grabba enables secure and effective identification and data processing for 
individuals, businesses and organisations. As a trusted authority in identity 
technology Grabba is uniquely positioned to empower the digital 
transformation of the organisations it serves.

Since its inception in 2001, Grabba has grown a global network of engaged 
customers and partners who desired innovative mobile identity technology. 
Receiving recognition from many government security agencies over that time, 
Grabba established a strong footprint in Australia and the United States.

In 2017 Grabba was acquired by GJR Technologies, an Australian technology 
group led by an experienced team of global executives. The team share a 
passion for research and development, authentic customer engagement and 
leading edge technology innovation. Under their guidance Grabba has 
experienced rapid growth, strengthening its footprint into Europe and 
the Middle East.

In 2019 Grabba acquired Crystalaid, a complex microelectronics manufacturing 
company, bringing AS9100 certification to the GJR group

Today, in a world facing unprecedented security challenges, Grabba is helping 
people with safe and secure identity validation, forging ahead to a universe 
where citizens take ownership of their own identity.

Brisbane.Office@grabba.com

Brisbane
Dubai.Office@grabba.com

Dubai
London.Office@grabba.com

London Washington DC
Washington.Office@grabba.com

About Grabba.

EMPOWERING YOUR 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Grabba enables secure and effective identification and data processing for 
individuals, businesses and organisations.

Biometrics
Authenticating and validating

biometric data
Identity

Efficiently securing identity based 
transactions and interactions

Technology
Transforming physical information 

into digital insights
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We listen.
Organisations are transforming to meet the rapid change happening in their environment. Grabba is at the forefront of empowering digital 
transformation and client enterprise growth with our mobile technology and innovative identity solutions.

First and foremost – we listen! Your organisation is unique and we are passionate about empowering your digital transformation. Built on a platform of 
mobility and available on the most popular operating platforms and systems, we guarantee a solution designed for your environment.

Security and Policing
Efficiently secure your borders, events and 
facilities. Empower law enforcement teams 
to efficiently process citizen interactions.

Retail and Banking
Offer customers better experiences, keep 
their identity and payments safe, and hold 
onto their loyalty for a lifetime.

Operations and Logistics
Optimise your operations, make predictive 
decisions, and deliver better economic, 
environmental and social outcomes.

We transform.

There are a plethora of technologies and products available in the 
biometric and biographic data collection marketplace. Grabba stands 
out because of our focus on intuitive and intelligent integration.

Grabba brings together the latest biometric identity authentication 
and data capture capabilities to create intuitive and reliable solutions 
– not only able to collect and interpret intelligent streams of data, 
but also to assemble components to quickly create new capabilities.

A fully integrated ecosystem

Data Technologies

We execute with simplicity.
From securing borders across Europe, Asia and North America, to 
empowering retail commerce, Grabba brings efficiency to the customer 
experience. Removing delays when boarding cruise ships, to securing 
telecommunication sales, Grabba is at the forefront of Research and 
Development into the best identity technologies on offer.
 
Grabba offers these technologies in a solution designed to empower your 
organisation. Today Grabba integrates the latest biometric identification 
technologies, forging ahead to a universe where citizens take ownership of 
their own identity.

Biometric Technologies

Fingerprint Capture
One to ten fingers in amazing high 
resolution and accurate detail.

Iris Recognition
Single and dual iris capture and 
recognition in a portable module.

Facial Recognition
Powerful algorithms for face detection, 
identification and authentication.

Passport Reader

Contact Smartcard Reader

Machine Readable Zone

RFID

Barcode Reader

Magnetic Stripe Reader

Wireless Infrared Bluetooth
Connectivity

Designed specifically for Policing, Military and 
Security. All technologies engineered into a 
portable and rugged solution.

Z-Series

A-Series
Stand-alone. Small. Superior.
Powerful technologies beautifully packaged 
into a sleek unit, paired with the mobile 
device wirelessly or via a cable.

Handheld and fully mobile solutions designed for 
Operations and Logistics. Powerful data capture 
in a slim and ergonomic form factor.

Q-Series

Seeing is believing
A proprietary Iris Recognition attachment 
for your Grabba device.

Bringing accuracy and integrity to identity 
transactions, and empowering a bold new 
vision for law enforcement and citizen safety.

U-Series
Point of Sale and Control Panels redefined. 
All in one solutions upgrading popular 
mobile tablets with powerful biometric 
recognition and data technologies.

ATR
The Grabba Animal Tag Reader uses RF 
and other technologies to assist in livestock 
management and animal care practices.

Extended

All technologies. Any mobile device. 
Our most popular solution.
Available in custom designed form factors to suit your use case.

Free SDK and drivers for all operating systems

Rugged construction

Easily upgraded to fit new smartphones 
(no need to purchase new Grabba units).

Built specifically for each use-case and 
requirement.

Specialised

+ IRIS ENABLED

Core
Products.

Grabba Features
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